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Chapter 17

Jordan asked with a face full of doubt, “You helped me apply the medicine?”

“But

you have never come into contact with anything related to medicine. How can you know herbs? You can also find herbs in the

wild and help me apply the medicine?”

“Brother, do you suspect that I am lying?” Then brother, do you think that other than me, who else can save you?”

“Brielle hates us to the bone. She wants us all to die. She is the most unlikely to save you!”

“Quinn, Austin, and Jaxson are also full of complaints about us. Moreover, they don’t know medicine. It is even more impossible

for them to save you.”

“Other than me sincerely worrying about my brother’s safety, there is no one else here who cares about your life.”

“No one will save you except me. No one else has the ability to save you!”

Seeing that she was wronged, Jordan’s tone immediately softened. He said apologetically, “Pearl, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have

doubted you. It’s just that you never knew medicine before. Suddenly, you are so powerful. You can recognize wild herbs and

even bravely help me find herbs in the middle of the night. I was just surprised.”

“Pearl, don’t be angry. I was wrong. I apologize to you.”

Jordan hugged Pearl and patted her back gently as if he was coaxing a child.

Pearl choked and said, “I really didn’t know medicine before, but after I learned that this variety show was going to go on an

adventure in the wild, I was worried that I would encounter danger outside, so I secretly learned some common sense for

survival in the wild.”

“Among them, there was a course of treatment for injuries in the wild. I learned some herbal medicine for external injuries in the

course.”

“It was also thanks to me secretly searching this. Otherwise, you would die here.”

Jordan was so moved that he was in a complete mess. “My Pearl has grown up. You are actually so powerful. You saved my life.

I will definitely repay you in the future.”

“Pfft.” “Brother, don’t treat me as an outsider. We are a family. I should save you. As long as brother can always remember my

good, don’t distance me because of Brielle’s instigation. I will be satisfied.”

Jordan said. “You will always be my most beloved sister. No matter what, Brielle will never be able to replace you.”

“I will definitely not listen to her crazy words again in the future.”

“For someone like her who is cold and heartless, seeing that her own brother is about to die without any reaction, what she said

can not be trusted 1 will no longer listen to her sowing discord and misunderstand you.”

In his eyes, there was disgust and anger towards Brielle.

He knew that Brielle was angry because he loved Pearl more, but he thought that Brielle was just a little angry and made a

fuss.

Unexpectedly, when he was in trouble, she was still so indifferent and did not care about him at all.

Now he had completely given up.

Not only did he not like his sister, he even felt angry and disgusted.

In the future, if Brielle dared to bully Pearl again, he would definitely not show any mercy!

When he returned to the city, he would tell his parents and two older brothers about Brielle’s evil deeds and make them

completely ban Brielle, this cold–blooded and vicious woman.

The kind of person who had no conscience, they should cut off her path and let her suffer to atone for her sins.

God must know what kind of character Brielle was, so he let her and Pearl exchange their lives and go outside to suffer.

Because, cold–blooded and vicious people was not worthy of enjoying a good life!

“Okay, I will remember your words. You must keep your words.” Pearl smiled mischievously.

“When have I ever lied to you?” Jordan rubbed her nose lovingly.

Pearl stuck out her tongue at him and said delicately, “Brother, the program team still hasn’t sent anyone today. It seems that we

have really been forgotten here.”

“We haven’t eaten for three days. If we don’t find anything to eat today, we will really starve to death.”

“Brother, since your body has recovered, you should go into the forest with Austin and the others to find food. They discussed

going to the other side, and they should not meet those monkeys.”

Jordan nodded and said. “Yes, I will go back to find my luggage and change my clothes first.”

Pearl immediately helped him up and took his arm to leave together.

In the live broadcast room, the audience was mad..

[Damn, this Pearl is too shameless. The medicine on Jordan was clearly applied by Brielle, but she shamelessly took credit for it!

What a hypocritical and selfish bitch. She is just as bad as her mother!]

[ Jordan is also brainless. He believes whatever Pearl says. Doesn’t he know to verify it? Has he forgotten what Pearl treated

him like before? This kind of brainless idiot, no wonder he was played around by Pearl, this poisonous green tea! ]

[I reasonably suspect that in the Galley family, other than Brielle, the 1Q of the rest of the people is low. Otherwise, how could a

angelic bitch at Pearl’s level easily crush the whole family? |

[I also suspect that Galley family’s IQ level is not high. Although Pearl is scheming, as long as they have a little brain and a little

normal thinking, they will not be played around with by her. For Pearl, they don’t even want their real daughter.]

[ Brielle is completely different from Galley family. Her IQ and three views are normal. She can’t be the real daught of Galley

family, right?]

[Regardless of whether she is his biological daughter or not, Brielle should stay away from Galley family in the future, so as not

to be pulled down by her IQ.]

[This makes my blood pressure soar. Brielle shouldn’t have saved Jordan. He should have died of illness. She really saved an

ingrate!]

[Sister E, don’t meddle in other people’s business in the future. If you continue to be like this, I will break away from being a fan!]

Galley family.

Roman was eating breakfast while watching the live broadcast.

He also saw the scene of Pearl deceiving Jordan and taking credit for Brielle.

His expression was very interesting, changing between green and red.

How many ‘surprises” did Pearl have that he didn’t know?

His previously pure and kind sister seemed to be just an illusion.

In this variety show, he could not see the shadow of Pearl in his memory.

What he saw was only a selfish, vicious, hypocritical, and pretentious stranger.

This was not his sister.

His sister was not like this…

“Big brother…”

Robert, who was sitting opposite him, hesitated to speak.

Roman looked up at Robert and saw that he was also holding a mobile phone. Obviously, he was also watching the live

broadcast.

Robert asked with a complicated expression, “Is Pearl’s appearance in front of us all fake? I feel that the Pearl in the live

broadcast room is so unfamiliar. I almost can’t recognize her…”

Roman pursed his lips.

After a long silence, he said lightly, “Father said that Pearl was stimulated, which led to a drastic change in temperament.”

Robert nodded hesitantly. “Is that so? If it was a disguise, she wouldn’t have been able to disguise herself for so many years

without being discovered. I believe that she is kind–hearted. The way she is acting now is all because she was provoked. We

can’t treat this as the real her…”

“By the way, big brother, didn’t dad ask you to find a public relations team to protect Pearl’s reputation? But now, the barrage in

the live broadcast room is still all scolding Pearl.”

Roman shook his head and said, “There are too many people paying attention to this program. There are many anti–fans of

Pearl, and there are also people who are causing trouble for the family. In addition, there are some people who hate the rich.

people. The water army I arranged is no match for the rhythm of those people.”

“Moreover, although we know that Pearl has changed greatly because of the stimulation, and what she has done is somewhat.

unpleasant, the audience does not know that; they will not believe how kind and innocent Pearl is at ordinary times.”

Robert said, “If we can’t change the reputation, when Pearl comes back, she will know what happened on the Internet and see

so many people scold her, how can she stand it?”

Roman said. “I have already contacted the Psychiatrist. When Pearl comes back, I will arrange for the Psychiatrist to enlighten

her immediately.”

After thinking for a while, he said, “When she comes back, let’s hide this matter from her first. After the limelight is over, we can

press the negative comments on the Internet. It is best not to let Pearl know about this matter.”

Robert frowned. “How can this be hidden? This program is very popular both inside and outside the country. Many people abroad

who don’t understand all go to the live broadcast room to join in the fun. There are also many videos with subtitles. on the

Internet

“Now in the Internet, the heat of this segment is also ranked first.”

“No matter where Pearl goes, she can’t avoid knowing the truth of the matter.”

Roman sighed and said helplessly. “Then we can only comfort Pearl. Don’t let her think too hard about it.”

In the forest.
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Chapter 17

Brielle found that today’s prey was particularly hard to find.

On the way, she saw many poultry’s fur and limbs, but she didn’t find a complete poultry.

After walking through the forest for a while, Brielle knew what was going on.

The clumsy poultry that the program team had put in were all captured by the monkeys and other animals in the forest.

The wild monkeys also ate meat.

For the sudden appearance of so many prey that were difficult to move, it was like a pie falling from the sky to them, and it was

impossible for them not to catch it.

Two days ago, they also caught it, but they did not catch the direction here at that time, Brielle did not notice.

Now they had caught all the poultry in other directions, and dared to come to her side to catch.

However, there were wild rabbits in the forest, so there was no need to worry about food.

It was just that those wild rabbits ran fast and were difficult to catch.

But for Brielle, it was not difficult.

Brielle was not in a hurry to find the wild rabbits. She passed through the woods with ease and once again came to the mountain

behind the forest. She picked some wild fruits to eat.

Although these wild fruits were not very delicious, they could satisfy her craving.

At this time, the staff hiding in the forest urgently contacted the director.

The staff said worriedly, “Director, something big has happened. The poultry we put in were all captured and eaten by the

monkeys that led us down the mountain…”

“We originally wanted to deliberately get a few chickens and rabbits. We deliberately pretended that they were caught by the

withered grass and let Jordan and the others catch them. If they don’t eat, they might really starve to death.”

“However, the chickens and rabbits we were entangled with were also captured by the monkeys.”

“What should we do now? Should we throw some bread in the forest and wait for them to pick it up?”

The director’s mouth twitched and he said speechlessly. “Are you stupid? If bread appears in the forest, they can definitely guess

that there are people in the forest. How can we shoot?”

The man said, “So we just let go? Watching them starve to death?”

The director pondered for a moment and said, “You guys go hunt a few wild rabbits, fake causing them to be injured by wild

beasts, and accidentally getting caught by the withered grass and unable to escape. Wait for them to pick them up.”

The man asked, “Will they find out?”

The director said, “No, they don’t have that IQ”

When Brielle was wandering on the mountain, she found that the group of monkeys were still secretly following her.

She ignored them.

After she had eaten enough, she went to the foot of the mountain and lay down under a tree to rest.

Monkeys still followed her, but they did not act rashly.

After she closed her eyes and lay down for a while, Monkeys quietly approached her.

Just as the monkeys touched Brielle, Brielle suddenly opened her eyes. Then she turned over and crawled on the ground with

her hands and feet, chasing after the Monkey King.

The monkey king screamed in fear and ran forward with both hands and feet.

The rest of the monkeys also scattered in fear.

The monkey king ran for a while and looked back. It saw a terrifying human still crawling in the dark.

Because of this delay, it was caught by Brielle.

Brielle slapped the monkey king in the face.

“What’s wrong? Are you still unconvinced? How dare you follow me and sneak attack me. Don’t think that I won’t dare to kill you

just because you are a national level two protective animal. If you sneak attack me again, I won’t show any mercy. I will kill you in

an emergency. I will not kill you because I am kind. Don’t be ignorant of what’s good for you!”

Pa!

Brielle slapped the monkey several times again.

The monkey king cried out miserably, tears even seeping out of its eyes as its entire body trembled.

“Get lost!”

Brielle threw it up, then kicked it to a tree not far away.

Looking at the time, the sun had already set in the west, so it was time for her to return to the river.

It was inconvenient to walk in the forest at night, so it was easy to get lost.

Brielle slowly walked back.

Halfway there, she suddenly heard rustling sounds coming from behind her.

Brielle stopped and looked back. The group of monkeys came again.

Brielle’s face turned cold, and her cold eyes emitted a sharp killing intent.

“Heh, I didn’t expect you to be so stubborn. Are you looking for death again?”

“You asked for it!”

“This time, I won’t show any mercy. I will directly kill you all, so that you won’t have a chance to stir up trouble again!*

There was a limit to a person’s endurance.

She had shown mercy three times and already respected the laws of the country.

Now, they continued to look for trouble. She felt that it was a threat to her life. Even if she killed them, it would be reasonable and

there would be no problem.

Brielle crossed her arms and moved her fingers.

The monkeys trembled in fear.

Many monkeys hid behind the trees in horror.

The leading monkey king was also full of fear, but he still mustered up his courage to move forward.

Brielle narrowed her eyes slightly.

Just as Brielle was about to make a move, the monkey king threw something in front of Brielle.

Brielle took a closer look and saw that it was a wild rabbit.

The monkey king stood in front of her like an obedient baby, looking at her pitifully, with a fawning look in his eyes.

Brielle froze.

The monkey king gave her prey?
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